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Quantitative Literacy in the Affective Domain: Computational Geology
Students’ Reactions to Devlin’s The Math Instinct
Abstract
Building on suggestions from alumni from a recent interview project, students in Computational Geology at
the University of South Florida were tasked with reading a popular non-fiction book on mathematics and
writing about the book and their feelings about math. The book, The Math Instinct by Keith Devlin, was
chosen because we believed it would give the students something interesting to write about and not because
we had any expectations in particular about what it might reveal about or do for their math anxiety. The nature
of the responses received from the students led to the performance of a post-hoc study on the emotional affect
of math in the students' lives and how it changed as they proceeded through the book and reflected back on it
at the end. Of the 28 students in the fall 2016 section of the course, 25 had an improved or slightly improved
attitude toward math by the end of the semester. The assignment was more successful than we could anticipate
at generating thought and getting students to communicate about math – an integral component of
quantitative literacy. Although the limited size and post hoc nature of the study make it difficult to generalize,
the results are promising and invite further use of the assignment in the course.
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Introduction 
In this note, we detail and discuss our observations from a post hoc study conducted 
in our quantitative-reasoning-in-geology course. This study reviewed student 
submissions from a reading/writing assignment that was given as a sidelight to the 
students’ work on geological-mathematical word problems. We asked whether 
students’ disposition toward math changed after reading The Math Instinct (Devlin 
2005). 
Quantitative Literacy in the Affective Domain  
The meaning of “quantitative literacy” (QL), “quantitative reasoning” (QR), and 
“numeracy” is a recurring topic in Numeracy (e.g., Vacher 2014; Karaali et al. 
2016). Despite any disagreement on the finer distinctions between these terms, 
however, some basic connotations and uses seem near-universal. One such 
commonality is exemplified by Madison (2006, p. 2323): “QL is a habit of mind 
rather than a content-rich academic discipline.” But how can a “habit of mind” be 
studied, discussed, and taught? Surely, attitude and affect come into play. To clarify 
in this context what we mean by affect, we are referring to the affective domain 
(Krathwohl et al. 1964) of educational psychology as the branch dealing with 
emotions and feelings (as opposed to behaviors or thoughts).1  
We have noted an apparent trend when reading articles on QL instruction: the 
articles concentrate mostly on the cognitive domain, while expending less effort on 
any emotional component. But our students are not unemotional automatons. Quite 
to the contrary, over the 20-plus years that the Computational Geology (CG) course 
has been offered at the University of South Florida (USF) (Vacher 2000; Ricchezza 
and Vacher 2017), it has become quite obvious that many (if not most) of our 
students have an emotional, at times visceral, response to mathematics.  
Our experience is by no means unusual. As noted by (Hart 1989, p. 38), for 
example,  
It is relatively clear that decisions about how many and which mathematics courses to take 
in middle school, high school, and college can be influenced by affective characteristics of 
the student that have developed over many years. 
This view is supported by studies indicating that a student’s experiences with 
mathematics in 7th - 10th grade classes influenced how they performed in 
mathematics in the 12th grade, which in turn influenced whether they chose to be a 
science, technology, engineering, or mathematics major in college (e.g.,Wang 
2013). The choice, in fact, may be due to how mathematics is taught and used in 
the United States (e.g., Follette et al. 2017). 
                                                 
1 http://open.lib.umn.edu/socialpsychology/chapter/1-2-affect-behavior-and-cognition/  
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Student emotions regarding mathematics noted in prior interviews with CG 
alumni reported in Ricchezza (2016) range across a wide variety of attitudes about 
math education, math practice, and even basic situations where mathematics make 
unexpected appearances. These attitudes (among CG students) vary from the most 
positive and enthusiastic to extremely negative and math avoidant. Indeed, while 
our paper focuses now on the breadth of feelings and emotions evoked by a new, 
semester-long writing assignment in CG, our attention at the time of implementing 
the assignment was not focused specifically on math anxiety or math avoidance but 
rather on improving the students’ communication skills when discussing 
mathematics. However, once we read the responses, math anxiety and math 
avoidance – i.e., math in the affective domain – came to the fore. 
The phenomenon of math anxiety should come as nothing new to the readers 
of this journal. Math anxiety can be described as “a feeling of tension, 
apprehension, or fear that interferes with math performance” (Ashcraft 2002, 181); 
it is only weakly related to overall intelligence, but leads to an avoidance of math 
activities by those afflicted with it. Thus the math-anxious predictably achieve less 
in math relative to those who do not suffer from math anxiety (Ashcraft 2002). 
Indeed, more specifically regarding numeracy, math-anxious individuals 
perform poorly relative to their own apparent thinking and reasoning ability in non-
numerical tasks (Maloney and Beilock 2012). Maloney and Beilock go on to state 
that this anxiety may develop early in education – as early as elementary school. A 
pattern of brain activity is associated with negative emotions and numerical 
computations in those affected, and teachers can pass along negative attitudes to 
their students. However, “when anxiety is regulated or reframed, students often see 
a marked increase in their math performance” (Maloney and Beilock 2012, 405). 
Some articles published by this journal demonstrate this ability to mitigate math 
anxiety through modest teaching innovations (Wismath and Worrell 2015; Lipka 
and Hess 2016; Follett et al. 2017). Of course, not all such interventions produced 
the desired results (Sundre et al. 2012; Mayfield and Dunham 2015).  
In “Twenty Questions about Mathematical Reasoning,” Steen (1999a, 
Question 10) asks “Does ‘math anxiety’ prevent mathematical reasoning?” Steen 
gives the short answer, “yes… sort of” – what students fear is not mathematics so 
much as how it is presented in schools. Indeed, in “Reading, Writing, and 
Numeracy,” Steen (2000) lists one of the goals of numeracy or QL as “reduced 
anxiety: diminishing the negative effects of school-grown ‘math anxiety.’” 
A quick literature review found three Numeracy articles relating specifically to 
math anxiety and math avoidance. A QR course at Seattle University (Henrich and 
Lee 2011) used “service learning” (making students into tutors, essentially) and 
studied the effect on student attitudes toward math and math anxiety; results 
indicated clear improvements. A survey (Wismath and Worrall 2015) of a Canadian 
university QR course (discussed earlier in Wismath and Mackay 2012) found strong 
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improvements in self-reported student attitudes toward their own math abilities and 
toward perceived math anxiety. A study on math anxiety at Portland State 
University (Latiolais and Laurence 2009), expanded to math avoidance, led to two 
different course-type offerings specifically to help math-avoidant students find 
help. Other examples can be found over a wide range of other journals, such as 
Childhood Education (Furner and Berman 2003), Journal of Research in 
Mathematics Education (Ho et al. 2000), and Journal of Counseling Psychology 
(Betz 1978). 
Course Background 
Computational Geology (CG) is a QL-in-geology course at the University of South 
Florida (USF)2 and has been a fixture in the geology (GLY) major there since its 
initial offering in 1996 (Vacher 2000; Ricchezza and Vacher 2017). The CG course 
came about because many students – most notably from the ranks of the so-called 
nontraditional students, i.e., students who were restarting their education after 
various life experiences – realized that they did not possess the mathematical skills 
they would need to obtain and perform the jobs they sought (Vacher 2000). The 
second author (LV) created the course and was its sole instructor during 1996-2015, 
and he has taught it in alternation with another professor since 2016, when the 
course went from a once-per-year offering to twice-per-year. The primary author 
(VR) has been the graduate teaching assistant (TA) for the course since the fall 
2015 semester and completed a qualitative study of the course featuring interviews 
with alumni spanning the course’s history (Ricchezza 2016).  
The course has undergone significant changes in instructional methods and 
content over its two decades (Ricchezza and Vacher 2017). From the beginning, 
CG has consistently been heavy on using spreadsheets to teach geological-
mathematical problem solving (Vacher 2000; Vacher and Lardner 2010) and is now 
near obsessively focused on geology-context word problems. In the early years, the 
course was seen as a capstone to the GLY department’s requirement of a year of 
calculus. It soon evolved to what LV considered a QL course emphasizing material 
that the geology students had missed – for a variety of reasons – in their mad path 
to calculus (i.e., GATC). Operationally for the course, he came to think of QL in 
terms illustrated by the course-contemporary slide shown in Figure 1. Note, 
according to this portrayal, QL is antipodal to math phobia, anxiety, and avoidance. 
                                                 
2 USF is a multi-campus public university, with the main campus (42,000 students) set amidst the 
northern urban sprawl of Tampa, Florida (http://www.usf.edu/about-usf/facts.aspx). The Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching classifies USF as both a Doctoral University with 
“Highest Research Activity”(RU/VH)  and a “Community Engaged” institution 
(http://news.usf.edu/article/templates/?a=3070). USF is home to many non-traditional students, 
including returning military veterans, two-year college transfers, and students returning to school 
after long absences. The CG course aims to prepare geology majors for more-advanced geology 
courses involving math and for success in the workforce. 
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Not surprisingly, the subject of math anxiety was brought up by some of the alumni 
interviewed by Ricchezza (2016). 
 
 
Figure 1. Definition of Quantitative Literacy. Slide defining QL for a presentation on the 
role of geoscience education in promoting QL (Vacher 2006) at a workshop of the National 
Association of Geoscience Teachers.  
The interviewed alumni were also asked about what they thought today’s 
students should be learning now that would help them succeed professionally after 
graduation. Several stated that written communication skills were vital, and they 
noted that such skills were lacking in many of their recent hires (Ricchezza 2016). 
Remembering that effective communication of arguments using quantitative 
evidence is a primary component of QL (Steen 1999b), and that a course designed 
for QL and/or QR “requiring students to write responses promotes clearer thinking” 
(Madison 2014), we added a writing assignment to the course for the fall 2016 
cohort. The addition of this writing assignment was in response to the alumni 
suggestions from prior studies and was for course improvement. No thought was 
given beforehand to our writing a paper on the experience. After the data were 
collected, however, it became apparent that what we had collected was of such 
interest that we would be wasting a valuable opportunity if we did not perform a 
post hoc study based on the collected data. 
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Methods and Approach 
All 28 students in the fall 2016 CG course section were given, as a normal 
component of their coursework, a reading/writing assignment that constituted 10% 
of their final course grade. Students were also assigned to write a series of word 
problems for another 10%, but the word problem assignment was not new for the 
fall 2016 semester and was not considered for this study. Writing submissions were 
graded for completion (all grading of writing assignments was done by LV); 
feedback was largely concentrated on encouraging the students to push through 
difficulties, with occasional commentary on major lapses in grammar, spelling, or 
attention to detail. Writing submissions were handed in through the online course-
management software provided by USF, with text entry for all items except the 
final assignment, which required students to upload a one- to two-page document 
for plagiarism checking.  
Students were asked during the first week of class to give “a two-paragraph 
statement describing what [they] think of [their] experience with mathematics and 
[their] attitude toward the subject.” Students were then required to read The Math 
Instinct: Why You’re a Math Genius (along with Lobsters, Birds, Cats, and Dogs) 
(Devlin 2005). At the conclusion of each week (starting week 2), students 
responded to a chapter of Devlin’s book until the 13th/final chapter was finished in 
week 14. Students then submitted a final assignment – a one- to two-page statement 
in response to the following prompt: 
…[D]escrib[e] what you got out of the book. Recall what you wrote in the first assignment, 
which was "a two-paragraph statement describing what you think of your experience with 
mathematics and your attitude toward the subject." Has anything changed in that regard as 
a result of your experience with that book?  
After submission of the final assignment and completion of grading, student 
submissions were de-identified by copying the text entries (without identifying 
information) into a spreadsheet. Each student name was replaced by a unique 
random number between one and twenty-eight using dice, and each student’s entire 
submission catalog was then copied into the spreadsheet under the appropriate 
column. (Thus, “Jane Smith” might become “Student 12”). This labelling allowed 
us to keep track of changes to student attitudes longitudinally within the semester 
without noting or publishing any identifying student information. 
Prior to copying of student submissions from the online course-management 
system, details of the proposed study were submitted to the USF Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) for approval. Because the semester had concluded, the IRB 
approved a waiver of informed consent, provided that the students’ information was 
removed. The project was granted IRB approval e29371. 
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Analysis 
Research Question.  
Stipulated that this study was post hoc, the following research question drove the 
analysis of the existing data: 
 How did students’ self-reported attitudes about math change after being assigned to 
read and respond to The Math Instinct (Devlin 2005)? 
Coding.  
Data were copied from the master spreadsheet to a word processing document, and 
responses were studied for common phrases and words (codes). Coding was 
performed using grounded theory – that is, codes were determined based on what 
appeared in the data, not predetermined codes (Glaser and Strauss 1967). All coding 
was done by VR. Four general codes were identified in the reading: 
 Positive attitudes about mathematics. 
 Negative attitudes about mathematics or math classes. 
 Interest, fascination, or “liked reading” something from the assigned book. 
 Thinking which began or changed due to something the student encountered in the 
book. 
Results 
Summary of the Assigned Book 
The Math Instinct (Devlin 2005) makes the following statement on the back cover: 
There are two kinds of math: the hard kind and the easy kind. The easy kind, practiced by 
ants, shrimp, Welsh corgis – and us – comes naturally. The hard kind… well, it doesn’t 
come naturally to many of us. 
In The Math Instinct, Keith Devlin argues that, if we want to do better in formal math, we 
should see how it arises from natural mathematics – and he shows us how to get the most 
out of the skills we already have. 
Chapters 1 through 8 concentrate on examples of what Devlin refers to as 
natural mathematics – that is, activities that require an understanding of patterns 
that can be expressed mathematically – such as a dog determining (correctly and 
repeatedly) the most efficient path to run and swim to chase a ball thrown into the 
ocean at an angle. Chapters 9 through 12 transition to a discussion of abstract 
mathematics – the sort of thing one generally learns in a mathematics classroom in 
school. Chapter 13 ends the book by discussing the way math is taught in school 
and giving some tips on how to optimize learning within that system. Table 1 
includes a statement on each chapter from 13 selected students.  
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Table 1.  
Selected Student Chapter Summaries 
Chapter Quotation 
1 From reading chapter 1 of “The Math Instinct,” I learned that numerosity is sense of numbers, the most 
basic instinct developed at a very young age. I was surprised to learn that infants as young as 4 days 
old can recognize the difference between having more or less of something when it comes to small 
numbers (0, 1, 2, 3). – Student 15 
2 Chapter 2 was interesting to me because he broke down calculus, and math in general, into its most 
fundamental parts. He said that Elvis, the welsh corgi, was performing calculus on the ball every time 
he ran along the beach and then into the water to retrieve the ball calculating the shortest possible 
distance. This made me think about our everyday lives and how we as humans are constantly 
calculating things without even realizing it, like driving a car and knowing when to pass a car driving 
the same speed as you, so you adjust your speed accordingly. – Student 17 
3 This chapter has been the most interesting to me so far. The way this chapter explained what math is, is 
a way I knew existed but had never really had explained to me or had been one I had thought much 
about. I like the distinction one can make between "math" as it is normally thought of and "Natural 
Math." In my opinion, if kids were taught math as a way of pattern recognition and rules of logic as 
opposed to rearranging of numbers, more people would have a better view and understanding of it. – 
Student 11 
4 I am just as interested in the Tunisian ant finding the fastest way home as I am in the lobster's Magneto 
like powers. The ant's ability to successfully navigate back to a hole a millimeter big is one amazing 
internal compass. Direction is one thing, but to know the exact distance is mind blowing. I knew 
something about lobsters migrating to the same area to reproduce but never thought about how they 
find their way. Sensing Earth's magnetic field would have never even been a thought. – Student 9 
5 The honeybees innate ability to build perfect regular hexagons was astounding to me. Honeybees 
accuracy in making sure that all the widths are exactly the same and they all meet at 120 degrees far 
surpasses my ability, even if I had all sorts of tools available to use. Although the spider wasn't 
intentionally building a beautiful geometric shape, the end result is still impressive. This chapter left 
me wondering why we haven't evolved to be able to do mathematics to this degree with instinct. – 
Student 16 
6 What I found most interesting is that leaves wind around the stem of a plant according to the Fibonacci 
sequence. I already knew that many types of flowers have a Fibonacci number as their number of 
petals from a documentary I had watched, but I didn’t know that trees followed the sequence as well 
with their leaves. It’s incredible that the leaves on a stem grow so as to maximize the amount of 
sunlight they receive but also make sure to not block or be blocked by other leaves. There is no way 
I’m going to be able to walk past a tree anymore without stopping to examine a branch to see if the 
leaves have a divergence that includes Fibonacci numbers. – Student 19 
7 Reading through this chapter really made me think about what all goes into the aspect of motion of the 
everyday things we have around us. One example in the book that stood out to me the most was when 
the author was comparing how fish propel themselves by pushing the water sideways with their tale; 
birds fly by flapping their wings to create lift and forward thrusts. Both of these creatures are 
completely different, but manage to find a way to make motion work in their favor. Looking at how 
there are many different ways that represent different views of motion, gets your mind thinking when 
you realize all it comes down to is two physical principles which are mass and acceleration. – Student 
4 
8 What I found most interesting in chapter 8 was the two ways that the brain uses to determine depth. 
The first way being the measurement between the angle of the two eyes as they focus on a distant 
object. The second way being how much the eye distorts in order to bring an image into focus. It’s 
amazing how such a complex process is done nearly instantaneously in the brain without conscious 
thought. – Student 10 
9 Devlin wraps up his exploration of animals performing mathematical feats in Chapter 9 with his 
classification of which animals actually perform math and which ones use their adaptations from 
natural selection. The difference between both categories is the manipulation of numbers and concepts 
via mental processes. While a lot of animals cannot perform mental math in the traditional sense, some 
can be trained to do mathematical concepts. The animals that are able to do this are: rats (although I 
found the training to be inhumane and saw their learning as one based on fear rather than curiosity), 
birds (with their number sense), lions (also number sense), and chimpanzees (with the ability to 
perform simple arithmetic). On a related side note, I found the Hans the Horse story to be incredibly 
humorous as the poor trainer wanted his horse to do math and the horse simply followed his trainer’s 
cues with no mental thoughts whatsoever. – Student 24 
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Chapter Quotation 
10 Reading about "street mathematicians" in South America and how they use transformation rules to 
quickly solve their problems is another reason how practice and motivation is the only way to improve 
math skills. These children depend on math and therefor are highly motivated to get to the right 
answers as Keith Devlin explained. To something most students relate to these days is that math 
classes teach people how to perform on tests but they do not teach how to solve real life problems. 
This is problematic because if you're away from these methods for a period of time you not only forget 
how to do the problems on a test but you also end up having to teach yourself how to solve real life 
problems, as was the case for shoppers. If real life math skills such as the transformation rules were 
taught at a younger age in math classes, I think all of us would see more success in basic math on both 
tests and real world situations. I'm always surprised how quickly my father always beats me to the 
answers of arithmetic problems and now I'm curious whether that is something they taught him in 
school in (…) or just through real world experience. – Student 6 
11 This chapter is about counting and its various forms and meaning to people. The author spends a good 
portion of the chapter just discussing how humans are born with an innate ability to differentiate up to 
the number three. He also covers how counting has played a part of civilization in various forms from 
India to Arabic countries. It is heavily argued that counting has a different meaning to each person and 
in each case, can determine their ability to count. Some people numbers mean a great many things and 
are gifted counters while others are comfortable in the basic regard of counting. The chapter ties it 
together by stating that mathematics is a fantastic form containing many meanings but to each person, 
this meaning can define how they choose to see math, some will love wholeheartedly and other not so 
much. – Student 7 
12 Chapter 12 was quite interesting. This chapter helped me to understand why I tend to struggle with 
math and why I tend to forget things right after a test. I enjoyed reading about how people struggle 
with seemingly meaningless sequences of operations on insignificant symbols, and then as a result they 
end up with very odd-ball answers. I do this a lot, if I don't understand something I will make up my 
own equations or set of rules for a problem. And then as stated in this chapter once the correct answer 
is explained to me, it makes total sense. In addition, I really find it interesting that people are better 
able to do math if it pertains to real life. I never even thought of that. My favorite part about this 
chapter was when the author talked about school arithmetic and how people never get to the meaning 
stage; and it just remains forever an abstract game of formal symbols. I feel like this is truest statement 
about math. – Student 26 
13 This chapter is about how natural mathematics is a product of the mechanism of evolution. That we 
have been using the same innate mathematical processes since the Iron age. That the development of 
“abstract mathematics” is still a very new thing and is still very unfamiliar to many. The chapter also 
covered ways to improve one’s mental math skills. – Student 21 
 
Counts and Percentages 
The writings of all 28 students were reviewed for this study. Three had a clear 
positive attitude about math at the beginning; two had a mostly positive attitude; 
four had a negative attitude, and the remaining 19 had a mixed positive/negative 
attitude at the start. Student 21 did not complete the first (initial-attitude) 
assignment; however, this student self-evaluated the initial attitude at the start of 
the final assignment and was counted as “mixed,” which appeared consistent with 
the student’s statements on chapter readings.  
There were 15 separate assignments (the introduction, 13 chapter responses, 
and the final statement) for each of 28 students; therefore, there were 420 total 
assignments. The non-response rate was 13% (Fig. 2a). There were 13 chapters in 
the book, and 28 students reading the book; therefore, there were 364 chapter-
response assignments. Out of that total, 51% of the individual chapter responses 
were coded as being “interesting” or “fascinating” in the students’ own words (Fig. 
2b), and 26% were coded as including an explicit statement that the chapter 
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provoked a new or changed line of thought (Fig. 2c). It should be noted that this 
last code was also seen in a majority of the final assignment responses.  
 
 
a. 
 
 
 
 
b. 
 
 
 
c. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Results.  
(a) Proportion of assignments turned in (green) (367/420); 
(b) Proportion of chapter-response assignments that were said to be “interesting” or 
“fascinating” in the students’ own words (red) (185/364);  
(c) Proportion of chapter-response assignments that included a statement that the reading 
provoked a new or changed line of thought (red) (94/364). 
 
Student attitudes were assessed at the start and end of the reading and writing 
assignment. Attitude changes were examined and classed into three groups: 
improvement, minor improvement, and unchanged. (See Table 2.) No students 
exhibited any signs that their attitude toward math became more negative after 
reading the book, although not all students enjoyed the book itself. For the groups 
identified in the starting assignment: 
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 3 Positive attitudes at start 
o 2 Improvement 
o 1 Minor Improvement 
 2 Mostly Positive attitude at start 
o 1 Minor Improvement 
o 1 Unchanged 
 19 Mixed attitude at start 
o 11 Improvement 
o 6 Minor Improvement 
o 2 Unchanged 
 4 Negative attitude at start 
o 4 Improvement 
 
 
Table 2. 
Student Starting Attitudes and Changes 
Student Attitude at start Attitude at end 
1 Mixed Minor improvement 
2 Mixed Improvement 
3 Mixed Improvement 
4 Positive Improvement 
5 Positive Improvement 
6 Mixed Improvement 
7 Mixed Improvement 
8 Positive Minor Improvement 
9 Mostly positive Unchanged 
10 Mixed Minor Improvement 
11 Mixed Unchanged 
12 Mixed Minor Improvement 
13 Mixed Minor Improvement 
14 Negative Improvement 
15 Negative Improvement 
16 Negative Improvement 
17 Mixed Improvement 
18 Mixed Minor Improvement 
19 Mostly positive Improvement 
20 Mixed Improvement 
21 Mixed Unchanged 
22 Negative Improvement 
23 Mixed Improvement 
24 Mixed Minor improvement 
25 Mixed Improvement 
26 Mixed Improvement 
27 Mixed Improvement 
28 Mixed Improvement 
What the Students Said 
Table 3 includes a selection of some student responses to give a flavor of the 
students’ reactions to the reading experience. They have been edited for grammar 
and spelling, but not content. 
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 Table 3. 
Selected Quotations 
Student Snippets 
7 “I have had some bad experiences with math teachers and how they approach the subject.”  
“This book has changed my perspective for the better toward math taught in the class and has opened 
me to the possibility of taking my math education further in terms of calculus 3.” 
11 “[Math] is an important tool in and out of the field of geology… I wish it was something that came 
more naturally to me.”  
“The book didn’t change my views on math much. It did change my view on how math should be 
taught in lower grade levels.” 
15 “My first attempt at calculus 2 is the stuff of nightmares.”  
“Going back to basics to understand why we learn the way we do and how we think helps me to 
perform better.” 
17 “I have learned that there are two different types of math, which I never considered before. There is 
abstract math, which is the math we learn in school and fail on calculus tests, and then there is natural 
math, which is the innate math skills we are born with.”  
“Both are just as important as the other, and this book helped me realize that mathematics is a blissful 
combination of both.” 
18 “I always enjoyed math when the teacher was fun to listen to and explained the concepts in detail and 
didn’t rush through it because there was a deadline to meet by the end of the year for a test of some 
sort. During those years in which the teacher was seemingly “going through the paces” I did not enjoy 
the class and I also noticed that my grade would suffer as well because I would find myself bored and 
uninterested.”  
“Seeing how practically everything in the world is using math or math related shows just how important 
a subject that it is.” 
19 “There is no way I’m going to be able to walk past a tree anymore without stopping to examine a 
branch to see if the leaves have a divergence that includes Fibonacci numbers.”  
“This book makes me want to become a math teacher. (…) I want math to have meaning for everyone.” 
23 “Mathematics…has… been quite difficult for me. The problem is… a lack of understanding of why I 
was performing such calculations.”  
“Everything changed for me when I first took a course in statistics. The problems suddenly had 
meaning and real world applications.”  
“This book was the answer to so many questions I have had throughout my academic career beginning 
in the 9th grade.”  
“It truly changes the way you look at math problems and has actually helped me in other classes 
throughout this semester.” 
24 “I only perceived math as a tedious and necessary requirement for a program.” 
“I do not think my perception of mathematics has changed significantly from reading this book as most 
of my personal success in the subject has been with effort and resolve. However, I better understand 
why abstract math is incredibly difficult to grasp and retain.” 
27 “I still enjoy [math], and quite often wonder what other mathematics haven’t even been discovered yet 
that will revolutionize our way of thinking.”  
“[The Math Instinct] was very thought-provoking for me, and I have definitely learned something about 
myself in [reading and responding to it].” 
28 “Most math classes, such as algebra and geometry, tend to just use math in a manner where the only 
outcome is just another number, without much reason to find that number other than it being a correct 
answer. Classes such as these, even though I have done well in them, take a lot more self-motivation 
and less enjoyment than those (chemistry) where using the math is part of the enjoyment. But that all 
changed once I reached the calculus level of mathematics. Calculus, to me, is a puzzle.”  
“Overall, what Keith Devlin’s The Math Instinct has allowed me to do is think about not just math, but 
everything in my surroundings in a different manner.” 
 
 
Even in a small set of examples, comments coalesce around themes.  For example, 
while the phrase “math anxiety” was not directly mentioned by any of the students, 
the phrase “test anxiety” was mentioned by Students 24 and 16 in reference to 
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chapter 10.3 Student 24 stated, “While confidence may play a factor in how well 
you perform when doing arithmetic, other factors, such as temperament, view 
towards mathematics, and test anxiety affect performance as well.” Meanwhile, 
Student 16 said,  
If you ask someone a simple question in a casual conversation, they won’t feel the pressure 
to be right. Of course, in a casual conversation, you would also tend to estimate rather than 
doing a precise calculation. However, in a testing situation comes test anxiety. You tend to 
second guess yourself in test situations and overthink the problem. I think that a lot of 
people fail to master mathematics in school because of the way the problems are presented 
to them. 
Then, in the final, summative assignment, Student 16 said, 
The one critique of the book I have is in regards to chapter 10, which primarily focuses on 
“street mathematics.” Maybe it is because the researchers weren’t psychologists (or 
students recently), but it seemed painfully apparent to me why the vendors and shoppers 
didn’t do as well with the abstract math. Anxiety surrounding tests is extremely common. 
Though these vendors and shoppers weren’t under the pressure of these grades actually 
being recorded and potentially impacting their lives, I know that I still would have had test 
anxiety in their situation. Nobody wants to appear unintelligent, so on a test they will most 
likely second guess themselves and overthink the problem to try to get the best score 
possible. I talked about this chapter with a few classmates as well, and they were also 
surprised that Devlin didn’t really mention this factor.  
Another common theme in the student responses was having a positive attitude 
or set of experiences regarding math until some pivotal experience changed them. 
Student 25 described a situation where the student did extremely well in 
mathematics courses in junior high and high school until taking an AP Calculus, 
which was taught by a new teacher, and “it was the worst experience I’ve ever had 
in a classroom.” This student did well in pre-calculus at USF, but struggled in 
calculus 1 (passing with a B), before failing calculus 2 more than once. Similar 
statements were noted from Students 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 22, and 27.  
Student 8 finished the assignment by saying, “I did not believe it when they 
[presumably LV and VR] said that this book is not like other math books, but now 
I do.” This sentiment was also relatively common through other student statements. 
Student 23, for example, said, “I dreaded cracking the pages of this paperback due 
to the preconception of boredom waiting in my future,” but Student 23 later came 
to say, “After reading all the chapters I found that this assignment was not menial 
or boring, it was actually enlightening and probably one of the best reads of my 
college career.” Several students mentioned having an intention to re-read the book 
                                                 
3 Chapter 10 of The Math Instinct discusses street vendors in South America who are able to perform 
seemingly amazing feats of mental calculation as part of their daily lives, but who, when placed in 
a testing environment, have difficulty scoring well on math problems such as one would see in 
school. 
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later, with Student 27 saying, “it will be placed on my bookshelf to gather dust until 
I’m ready to read it again.”  
Several students discussed whether the way students are educated in math 
should change. Student 13 said, “Maybe our education system should rethink its 
structure of standardized tests and abstract math to better prepare students for real 
world problems they will encounter.” Student 3 connected the way math is taught 
to why word problems are “dreaded.” Student 7 described liking math but having a 
“general dislike for how it was taught.” Student 10 actually expressed a desire to 
become a math teacher after reading the book to help change lives for the better.  
Some students projected their positive experience with the book to the course 
itself. Student 16 said, “This book has changed my outlook on the subject, and the 
course has changed my experience with mathematics (for the better).” Student 25 
said, “Having read The Math Instinct, I feel more open and confident when 
approaching math as a subject in school. The computational geology course has 
pushed me out of my comfort zone all semester in regards to mathematical concepts 
and solving word problems.” 
Discussion and Conclusion 
As noted in the literature, math anxiety – and for that matter, any other affective 
attitude about math – can come from experiences in school due to how math is 
presented (Norwood 1994). This connection was noted in several students’ 
comments about where, when, why, and how they stopped having a positive attitude 
about math. (Although none of the students used the words “math anxiety,” it 
seemed clear that that is what they were describing.) Several students in this study 
discussed having past negative experiences specifically with math courses. This 
finding is consistent with anecdotal data from past class cohorts and with interviews 
with alumni of the course (Ricchezza 2016).  
To say that our assignment was successful in the pedagogical sense would be 
an understatement. Looking forward, an assignment such as this one is all but 
certain to be included in the fall 2017 semester syllabus (the book chosen4 and the 
details may change, but the essence of the assignment will not). The question for 
us is not whether we will include such an assignment, but merely what the details 
will be. One student, for example, would have preferred a choice of books to read 
rather than simply being told which one was required.  
It would be dishonest to suggest that the notion of tackling the affective domain 
in math (or its subset, math anxiety) was on our minds when we assigned this work. 
When the reading and writing assignment was constructed and given to students, 
the major purpose behind it was to improve certain potentially deficient aspects of 
                                                 
4 Actually suggestions are welcome.  Please contact the first author.   
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their QL – that is, to make students more comfortable reading and writing about 
mathematics. So we also need to admit our good fortune in selecting The Math 
Instinct as the reading material for the semester book. The tone and style of the 
book reads like a National Public Radio story. In this regard it is worth noting that 
Keith Devlin is, indeed, “The Math Guy” on NPR’s Weekend Edition, and he is 
experienced at making his audience feel that, with a bit of explanation of what math 
is, and a good bit of practice, any of them could be math wizards.  
The combination of the reading/writing assignment with the significant amount 
of contextualized mathematical practice that students get in the CG course appears 
in this case to have been at least somewhat successful at reducing math anxiety for 
the students involved. Taken more broadly, the emotional attitude the students 
showed after reading the book was improved for most students. While the post hoc 
nature of the study, the single course term/cohort, and the limited nature of the study 
prevent us from generalizing this study to any broader population, we strongly 
believe – and we know we are not alone in our belief – that QL-in-discipline courses 
are an important method for improving student success in QL (Madison 2001), and 
we think that assignments such as the one we used may be helpful to instructors 
and students of such courses. 
If a formal follow-up study were to be conducted, such a study would include: 
 Informed consent (all students would complete the assignment for class credit, but 
student work would not be used in the study without permission). 
 Questions and writing prompts altered to specifically encourage discussion of 
emotional reactions to math instruction and the assigned text. 
 A follow-up survey (not counted for class credit), most likely mixed-methods 
(quantitative and qualitative), giving students an opportunity to discuss responses 
openly, anonymously, and without fear of reprisal. (This should also mitigate to some 
degree the confirmation bias of students telling us what they think we want to hear). 
 A determination – to quote an anonymous reviewer – “whether any ‘popular 
mathematics exposition book’ would yield similar results.” (Note: this question could 
easily lead to a different paper entirely.) 
We encourage any readers so inclined to consider further studies of affect change 
brought about by side reading of mathematical popular nonfiction while taking a 
hard-core math – or contextualized math – class, as questions raised by our 
observation in CG merit exploration. 
Limitations 
As with any primarily qualitative study, this one has limitations. The assignment 
set was not designed for a study, but to improve students’ abilities to read and write 
about math concepts. Were a study to be designed from scratch, it would certainly 
be done differently.  
All statements are based on the students’ own words. Not only must we take 
them at their word, we must assume they are being fully expressive, despite 
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minimal prompting. That is to say that one student saying 8 of 13 chapters were 
“interesting” may simply be that student’s style of writing, while another student 
not saying so explicitly is assumed here to mean that that student did not find the 
book interesting (when this may not be true). A study designed to elicit attitudes 
about math or a book response would need to be more explicit in asking respondents 
about items, whether through a survey or through interviews. It should also be noted 
that in interviews, follow-up questions can be asked; in this case, we are reviewing 
educational records and cannot ask students for clarification. We must also 
acknowledge the possibility of confirmation bias in students submitting what they 
think we want them to say.  
Many of the codes and classifications are somewhat arbitrary in the sense that 
what one person might consider a mixed attitude, another may consider mostly 
positive. Likewise, not every person clearly stated a change in attitude at the end of 
the readings/course, and this code had to be inferred from what they said. Making 
such a determination from a records review rather than surveys or interviews 
introduces an additional level of uncertainty. 
This post hoc study is not intended to be generalizable to any broad population.  
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